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I. INTRODUCTION

Since October 4, 1957 when Sputnik 1 was put into orbit by the

Soviet Union, the question of Soviet-American rivalry in space and

its broader implications have been matters of public concern

waxing and waning with the irregular occurrence of new space

spectaculars followed by periods of relative quiet between major

flights when work proceeded in the laboratories and factories.

Sometimes the questions raised by space events have been matters

of serious economic and military concern; sometimes they have been

political rallying points, no less important both domestically and

internationally.

The purpose of this brief paper is to summarize how far these

two major space powers have come in the last thirteen years, to

provide answers to frequently raised questions about the comparative

aspects of the two programs, and, further, to look at possible

future developments.

The space program is no subject of minor concern. By June 30,

1971, the United States expects to have spent about $60 billion

on its combined civilian and military space programs, and roughly

half a million people have been employed directly in our space

endeavors. No corresponding data are available from the Soviet

- Union because of their policies of secrecy in this regard, but

considering the physical evidence of space activity, the likelihood

is that in real terms, they have committed a similar amount of resources.
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II.. BRIEF HISTORY

A. World War II

Building upon a foundation of scientific principles common

to much of the world, the Germans applied to a high degree of

engineering success the techniques of building long-range guided

rockets, of which the V-2 was the most spectacular. At the end

of the war, most of the leading German rocket scientists and

engineers surrendered to the United States, while smaller numbers

and the Peenemunde missile development center came under Soviet

control. The German experience stimulated interest in rocketry,

and their practical knowledge was quite useful, but it would be

a mistake to judge the primary rocket programs of either the United

States or the Soviet Union as depending exclusively upon this

captured talent. The Russians in particular had a strong tactical

rocket program in World War II, and as they moved into long-

range ballistic missiles and space, they did not use Germans directly

in their work on any significant scale.

B. The International Geophysical Year (IGY)

In 1955 both the United States and the Soviet Union announced

their intentions to launch by 1957 small scientific satellites as a

contribution to world understanding of Earth and space physics. Our

project was to be called Vanguard, with a payload of about 20

pounds. Fewer details were available about Soviet plans.
r

....... .....
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C. Sputnik vs. Vanguard and Explorer

The general public, and many specialists who might have known

better, were caught off guard when Sputnik 1 was placed in Earth

orbit, with a weight of 184 pounds. Few had supposed that the "back-

ward" U.S.S.R. would beat the scientifically-advanced United States

in this particular endeavor. One Western reaction was that this and

subsequent Soviet achievements were fakes; and another reaction was

one of near panic with thoughts of bombs dropped from orbit.

Sputnik 2, launched November 3, 1957 did not help our complacency

when it was disclosed to weigh 1,121 pounds, and to carry a live

dog, Layka. Our discomfit, at the very least, was heightened by the

explosion on the pad of the widely-advertised first launch attempt

of a 4-pound Vanguard on December 6, 1957. On May 15, 1958,

Sputnik 3 went into orbit as a comprehensive orbital laboratory of

2,926 pounds. Meanwhile the United States had outpaced its own

Vanguard series (Navy-built for the National Academy of Sciences)

with Explorer 1 (Army-built) of 18 pounds payload on January 31,

1958, local time. Vanguard 1 was launched March 17, 1958.

D. Moon flights, Luna 1-3 vs. Pioneer and Ranger

In 1958, the United States began a double series of Pioneer

flights--one to circle the Moon and the other to strike it. All

four launch attempts in that year failed to reach the Moon. In January

1959, the Russians launched Luna 1 which sent 797 pounds past the

..
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Moon (apparently a miss) to circle the Sun. The United States

followed in March 1959 with its 13 pound Pioneer 4 which also missed

the Moon and circled the Sun. Our plans then were to follow up

with four more larger Pioneer series lunar orbit flights during the

course of 1959 and 1960, but all of these failed to reach even Earth

orbits. In fact, we did not reach the Moon until an early Ranger

fell on the far side of the Moon (Ranger 4 in 1962). In September

1959, the Soviet Luna 2 struck the Moon near its visible center,

delivering metal plaques bearing the Soviet coat of arms. Luna 3 in

October 1959 flew by the Moon and by automatic means took photographs

of the far side, never seen before, which were returned to Earth by

radio facsimile. Still later, the U.S. Ranger 7, 8, and 9 flights

in 1964-1965 returned spectacular TV pictures of the Moon up to the

moment of impact.

E. Manned orbital flight, Vostok vs. Mercury

While Mercury was still in its testing stage in the United States,

with the goal of placing a man in Earth orbit for a nominal three

orbits in a 3,000 pound 'ship, the Soviet Union moved more rapidly in

this field, too, by exploiting its then larger launch vehicles.

Starting in May 1960, test flights of a 10,400 pound ship were conducted,

with the first successful recovery of two dogs in August of that year.

On April 12, 1961, Yuri Gagarin was placed in orbit in Vostok 1 for

a single circuit of the Earth, and in the following August, German

Titov repeated the flight but for 17 orbits.

T . .
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Alan Shepard on May 5, 1961 in a Mercury Redstone (Freedom 7)

had flown for 15 minutes about 300 miles downrange from the Cape.

"Gus" Grissom repeated this type of flight on July 21, 1961. But

John Glenn was the first American to make it all the way to orbit

with his three loops on February 20, 1962 in a Mercury Atlas

(Friendship 7).

The Soviet Union flew the next 2 sets of Vostok flights in

pairs in 1962 and 1963, with a near coorbit in one case and a near

pass in the other. Valentina Tereshkova, the only woman to go

into space, in her 48 orbits (with Vostok 6) gained more orbital

time than all six Mercury astronauts combined (34 orbits).

F. Gemini vs. Voskhod

The Russians were able to beat us again to some firsts with

Voskhod 1 in October 1964 which carried the first three man crew,

and Voskhod 2 in March 1965 which provided the first 10-minute

"space walk" (EVA) by Leonov. But after that the balance swung

fairly sharply to the United States which conducted ten successful

Gemini flights without any Soviet manned flights in the same period

(1965-1966). Our two-man Gemini ships of about 8,000 pounds were

able to maneuver to change orbit, to rendezvous, and to dock with

Agena target vehicles on several occasions. Using the Agena as a

pusher rocket, we flew as high as 851 miles, a new record. We

also gained about 12 hours of EVA experience.
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G. Apollo vs. Soyuz

Before we could make the first manned launch with Apollo, we

had the disastrous fire of January, 27, 1967 which took the lives of

three astronauts. This was both a great shock to the Nation and

set back the program almost two years.

The Soviet Union had its own tragedy on April 24, 1967 when it

tried to recover its first manned flight of the new Soyuz series.

The parachute lines in the final phase of recovery became twisted,

and Vladimir Komarov became the first human being to be killed in

return from a space flight. This set back the Soviet program almost

two years also, and the shock of this accident was taken very hard

by the Russians.

H. Manned successes in 1968

Manned flights receive the greatest public attention, and

progress in space tends to be judged by this standard. At long last,

Apollo brought the successes in manned flight which were hoped for.

Apollo 8 was especially impressive when it carried three men

around the Moon in December 1968 at Christmas time, including 10

orbits of the Moon. The Russians did not succeed in getting off a manned

circumlunar flight, as many people expected, before their 50th

anniversary of the Soviet revolution in November 1967. But during

1968, they managed to make two unmanned flights around the Moon which

were the first to be recovered on Earth, including their cargoes of

cameras and biological specimens. Zond 5 and 6 were described as

7 . ..-,,. .,..s. _ . ..... _ .r .-.. ..a ae v -.;5.t,
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capable of carrying a man, and seemed to be variations of the

Soyuz design. Also in 1968 Soyuz 3 with a pilot flew near an

unmanned Soyuz 2.

I. Manned successes in 1969

The Soviet Union gave indications early in the year that they

planned major activity because for the first time they launched

manned craft in the dead of winter with the flights of Soyuz 4 and 5

which conducted the first docking of two manned craft. Two crew members

of Soyuz 5 transferred to Soyuz 4 by EVA and came home in the latter.

The Soviet promise of greater activity was not fulfilled in

overt form, although finally in October on three successive days

Soyuz 6, 7, and 8 were coorbited and rendezvoused, but not docked.

This inconclusive test showed it was possible to direct three such

flights at once, and welding experiments were conducted in Soyuz. 6.

Soyuz 7 and 8 failed to dock as apparently planned, but gathered

Earth resources type data.

The United States moved ahead to full success in its Apollo plans.

In March Apollo 9 exercised in Earth orbit with a three man crew the

rendezvous and docking of the command-service modules with the lunar

module. This test was repeated in May while circling the Moon. In

July Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became the first men to land on the

Moon while Mike Collins circled above. In November a second crew

repeated the feat adding a precision landing from which they walked

to Surveyor 3 to bring home some of its parts.
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" The Soviet Zond 7 perfected a further checkout flight around the Moon

and home in a continuation of the series of automatic precursor flights

to a future manned mission.

J. Manned flights of 1970

Apollo 13 was launched successfully on April 11, intending to land

its crew in the Fra Mauro uplands. The separated S-IVB final stage flew

its own misison to impact the Moon for seismic signal generation, to be

measured by the ALSEP package instrumentation left behind by Apollo 12.

Two days out, an explosion in the service module created as desperate an

emergency as had yet occured, and although the mission failed its purpose,

the continued flight around the Moon and safe return to Earth, using the

lunar module as a lifeboat except for the actual reentry, was a triumph of

engineering and spacecraft management.

Soyuz 9 was launched on June 1, maneuvered to a stable, low orbit,

and the two-man crew then set a duration record of almost 18 days in orbit.

The flight went well, although the Russians felt physical recovery of the

men to full gravity conditions was slow. Zond 8, launched October 20,

made another circumlunar flight, still in the unmanned mode. Its reentry

differed from its predecessors by coming in over the northern hemisphere

to make a ballistic reentry to the Indian Ocean where it was picked up.

.... _ _.. ___ 
'_T
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III. TABLE OF SPACE "FIRSTS" -- U.S. AND SOVIET

Any attempt in simple form to compare the relative pace of the

two principal space programs through a table of firsts has certain

weaknesses, as it does not answer by how many days or years a particular

event occurred in one country before another. Further, it does not

distinguish between a nominal first accomplishment in crude form

by one country, sometimes followed by a much more impressive and elaborate

follow-up by the other country. Nonetheless, such firsts do affect

public opinion and an analysis by various fields of endeavor may give

some sense of relative direction of pacing efforts in each country.

The table which follows attempts such a measure:



;t

United States Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Event Satellite Launch Event Satellite Launch
date date

Science 
Science

Van Allen radiation belts Explorer 1 2/ 1/58 Orbiting geophysical lab Sputnik 3 5/15/58Earth shape measured Vanguard 1 3/17/58 Farside lunar picture Luna 3 10/ 4/59Orbiting solar observatory OSO 1 3/ 7/62 Cosmic ray measurements Proton 1 7/16/65Data from Venus Mariner 2 8/27/62 Lunar surface pictures Luna 9 1/31/66Geodetic satellite Anna 1B 10/31/62 Lunar surface bearing test Luna 13 12/21/66Lunar close-up pictures Ranger 7 7/28/64 Venus atmospheric probe Venera 4 6/12/67Mars pictures Mariner 4 11/28/64 Automated return of lunar Luna 16 9/12/70Micrometeorite satellite Pegasus 1 2/16/65 sample
Lunar orbit pictures Orbiter l' 8/10/66 Automated lunar roving Luna 17 11/10/70Lunar trenching Surveyor 3 4/17/67 laboratory
Color picture of full DODGE 7/ 1/67

Earth face
Lunar soil chemical Surveyor 5 9/ 8/67

analysis
Point-stabilized Orbit- OAO 2 12/10/68

ing Astro-Observatory
Live lunar TV broadcast Apollo 8 12/21/68
Return of lunar rocks Apollo 11 7/16/69
Long life lunar surface Apollo 12 11/14/69

sensors

Active communications
TV pictures from space
Weather satellite
Navigation satellite
Missile detection
Passive communications
Nuclear explosion

detection

pplications
Score

Explorer 6
Tiros 1
Transit 1B
Midas 2
Echo 1
Vela Hotel

12/18/58
8/ 7/59
4/ 1/60
4/13/60
5/24/60
8/12/60

10/17/63

Applications
Fractional orbit bombard- Kosmos
ment

Satellite inspector/ Kosmos
destructor

>

139

249

1/25/67

10/20/68

.iii4

- - = -a =i ds 4 W.-

Table 1

MAJOR SPACE 'FIRSTS'
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Table I (continued)

Bio and Manned Flight Bio and Manned Flight

Manned orbital maneuver
Controlled extravehicular
activity

Manned space rendezvous
Manned docking
Manned lunar orbit
Manned lunar return

re-entry
Lunar orbit rendezvous

Lunar landing and return

Gemini 3
Gemini 4

Gemini
Gemini
Apollo
Apollo

6, 7
8-Agena
8
8

Apollo 10

Apollo 11

3/23/65 Biosatellite
6/ 3/65 Recovery, orbited

animals
12/ 4/65 Recovery orbited man
3/16/66 Multi-manned spacecraft
12/21/68 Extravehicular activity
12/21/68 Recovery, circumlunar

live animals
5/18/69 Transfer crew between

ships
7/16/69 18-day flight

Sputnik 2
Korabl

Sputnik 2
Vostok 1
Voskhod 1
Voskhod 2
Zond 5

Soyuz 4-5

Soyuz 9.
Soyuz 9 6/1/70

11/ 3/57
8/19/60

4/12/61
10/12/64
3/18/65
9/21/68

1/14-15/69

6/1/70 '

Space Flight and Propulsion Space Flight and Propulsion

Multiple spacecraft
payload

Payload recovery
Synchronous satellite
Hydrogen rocket orbited
Docked spacecraft maneuver
Lunar-velocity re-entry
Constant deceleration

re-entry

Transit/Solrad

Discoverer 13
Syncom 2
Centaur 2
Gemini 10-Agena
Apollo 1
Apollo 8

1

1
1

6/22/60 Space flight
Earth escape spacecraft

8/10/60 Lunar impact
7/26/63 Orbital platform launch
.1/27/63 Venus flyby
7/18/66 Mars Flyby
L1/ 9/67 Venus impact
L2/21/68 Lunar soft landing

Lunar orbiter
Automatic docking
Recovery, lunar payload
Skip re-entry lunar
payload

Sputnik 1
Luna 1
Luna 2

Sputnik 5
Venera 1
Mars 1
Venera 3.
Luna 9
Luna 10
Cosmos 186/188
Zond 5
Zond 6

I-

I..'10/ 4/57
1/ 2/59
9/12/59
2/12/61
2/12/61

11/ 1/62
11/16/65
1/31/66
3/31/66

10/27-29/67
9/21/68

11/10/68

Auxiliary Power Systems Auxiliary Power Systems

Solar cells
Isotope power
Nuclear reactor in orbit
Fuel cell

Vanguard 1
Transit 4A
Snapshot 1
Gemini 5

3/17/58
6/29/61
4/ 3/65
8/21/65

Battery power

0

Sputnik 1 10/ 4/57

L -
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IV. SUPPORTING RESOURCES FOR SPACE FLIGHT

The ability of the two leading space powers to perform depends

in the short run on the availability of existing resources to

support such flights. These consist of finances, manpower, labora-

tories, factories, launch sites, tracking facilities, and launch

vehicles. This section examines these categories to the extent

data are available.

A. How much does each nation spend on space?

The United States by June 30, 1971 expects to have spent $60

billion total since the beginning of.the space program on space

work in the several agencies of Government involved. These ex-

penditures reached a peak of $7.7 billion in FY 1966, and in this

fiscal year (1971) should be about $5.0 billion. Therefore, at

the peak, we were spending close to 1 percent of gross national

product, and today we are spending closer to 1/2 of one percent.

The Soviet Union does not publish space budget data. Because

they fly a greater weight of hardware, one could assume that their

program is at least of the same magnitude as that of the United

States at its former peak, and may be larger. Their gross national

product is thought to be less than half that of the United States,

and therefore they probably spend about 2 percent of their gross

national product on space.

International comparisons of this nature are notoriously dif-

ficult to make, and one should avoid the temptation to convert

such crude estimates into ruble or dollar equivalents.
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B. How much manpower is engaged in space work?

In the United States, the Apollo program alone at its peak em-

ployed about 300,000 people, but now is sliding toward 140,000.

This suggests that about 600,000 people at the peak were employed

in U.S. space work. This does not include the indirect beneficiaries

of the space program from the multiplier effects of these expenditures,

nor does this figure emphasize the dependence of some regions upon

space expenditures.

The Soviet Union does not disclose how many people are employed

in their space work. The productivity of this work force in comparison

with that of the United States is not known, either. One would like

to think our productivity is higher, but some Soviet approaches to

space development may be simpler than ours, which incorporate very

extensive testing and duplicative facilities in our industry. The

Soviet work force may be close to 600,000 people because their effort

has not yet peaked, as judged by their rising number of launchings.

C. How well equipped is each country in space laboratories and factories?

The United States has several major NASA development centers, and

other facilities operated by the Air Force and the Atomic Energy

Commission. The private aerospace industry has a widespread industrial

base capable of building and testing our hardware. So long as manpower

teams are kept intact, we have a caacity to do more space development

than present finances permit.

The Soviet Union does not allow visits to its development facilities

and no real measure of their total capacity is available in the public
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domain. We are aware of the existence of many technical and sci-

entific institutes, and have heard of a special space city in

Kazakhstan where it is believed major assembly work is done. There

is no reason to believe their total aerospace industry is as fully

equipped as our own, because of their tendency to do more testing in

flight compared with the United States. On the other hand, missiles

of somewhat similar capabilities, but with different design philo-

sophies appearing in Moscow parades suggest the existence of more

than one design and development team for space work just as in

Soviet aviation.

D. How do the two countries compare in launch sites?

The United States has its major launch site for manned, lunar,

planetary, and communications satellites at Cape Kennedy in Florida.

It has a second important site for polar orbit military support

flights and most weather and navigation launchings on the California

coast at Vandenberg Air Force Base. A third minor site for small

payloads is at Wallops Island, Virginia. Short-range vertical testing

is done at White Sands, New Mexico.

The Soviet Union has developed launch sites amazingly like the

United States pattern. Their major site for manned, lunar, planetary,

and some communications satellites, plus other developmental work,

is at Tyuratam in Kazakhstan. They call it the Baykonur Cosmodrome,

but it is about 230 miles from the town of Baykonur. A second,

largely military operational site, but also used for navigation,

communications, and weather satellites, is near Plesetsk in the

4 1
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arctic north of Moscow. The third site is more modest, near

Kapustin Yar on the Volga below what used to be Stalingrad (now

Volgograd). It launches vertical probes as does White Sands, and

small orbital payloads as does Wallops Island.

Each country seems to be adequately equipped with launch pads

and ground support. Of course, as new vehicle systems come along,

these require additional specialized facilities. The Soviet Union

does not permit visits to its launch sites, and General de Gaulle

with his personal physician (in 1966) and President Pompidou (in

1970) are the only known Westerners to have visited Tyuratam.

Table 2 summarizes the number of launch successes and resulting

payloads from all sites of the world through 1970.

Table 2 -- NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL LAUNCHES TO EARTH ORBIT AND BEYOND
BY SITE, 1957-70.

Place Launches

Vandenberg AFB, California 311

Tyuratam, Kazakhstan 262

Cape Kennedy, Florida 189

Plesetsk, Russia 147

Kapustin Yar, Russia 56

Wallops Island, Virginia 13

Hammaguir, Algeria 4

Indian Ocean Platform, Kenya 2

Kourou, French Guiana 2

Woomera, Australia 1

Uchinoura, Japan 1-

Shuang Cheng Tze, Red China 1

Total 989
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E. HotT well equipped is each country in tracking facilities?

As an outgrowth of the IGY period, the United States created a

worldwide tracking system with the cooperation of many other countries.

This has been upgraded to a much higher capacity to meet the needs of

Apollo as well as other programs. For our deep space work, we have

large $5 or 210 foot diameter dish antennas in California, Australia,

and Spain to support both the lunar portion of Apollo and distant

planetary flights. Even with all these facilities, our system has

had to be supplemented with large tracking ships and special electronics-

carrying aircraft working in conjunction with satellites used to relay

data on a real-time basis.

The Soviet Union claims to have a nationwide tracking system,

and the great spread of their country (about 2 1/2 times that of the

United States) gives them a good systems start without leaving their

own territory. There have been occasional press reports of Soviet

efforts to put some tracking facilities into other countries such as

in Africa or in Cuba. Their principal deep space tracking facility

is in the Crimea and has been visited by Sir Bernard Lovell of the

United Kingdom who heads the Jodrell Bank radio telescope facility.

Primarily, the Soviet Union accepts certain constraints to their

space operations, and relies on ships to fill in gaps. Ten ships

have been named as assigned to the Soviet Academy of Sciences for

space work, and often these are described as scattered around the

world for space support purposes. Other tracking ships, not identi-

fied as under Academy control, have been pictured in the press and

seem to be associated primarily with military missile tests, but could
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support space work as well. The most impressive tracking ship was

the Kosmonavt Vladimir Komarov, used for lunar support work in the

tropical waters of the Western Atlantic Ocean. It is frequently in

Havana harbor. Now it is outclassed by the larger Akademik Sergei

Korolev. The principle of launch constraints is to make flights

only at times and places which will be in view of Soviet tracking

stations at critical periods during the flight, and at other times

to do without tracking, storing on tape in the space craft some

data for later replay.

F. How do the two countries compare in launch vehicles?

The United States has used launch vehicles scaled to lift pay-

loads from as few as 20 pounds up to the Saturn V which will carry

285,000 pounds to low Earth orbit. In its manned programs, the

Mercury spaceship weighing about 3,000 pounds was launched to orbit

by Atlas. The Gemini weighing about 8,000 pounds was launched by

Titan II. The first manned Apollo flight was about 45,000 pounds,

put up by Saturn I B. The lunar version Apollos, launched by Saturn

V, are about 109,000 pounds in the vicinity of the Moon. (For any

launch vehicle, the farther the orbit is from the Earth, the greater

the velocity required to get there and the smaller the payload. This

is why Saturn V carries much less to the Moon than to Earth orbit.)

The Soviet Union started to use in 1957 its original ICBM, with

an orbital lift capacity of 3,000 pounds. The same basic vehicle

is in use today with upper stages added to improve performance. These

upper stages permitted the launch of about 1,000 pounds to the Moon

r-*, I",
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in the first Luna series, and about 3,500 pounds in the later Luna

series. The early Luna-type launch rocket also was able to put up

Vostok manned craft of 10,400 pounds. The weight of Soyuz is about

14,500 pounds still using this same basic launch vehicle with im-

proved staging. Their Proton launch vehicle has been demonstrated

to carry 37,000 pounds to Earth orbit, and may have the potential

to put up 60,000 pounds in such an orbit. Its circumlunar capacity

should be on the order of 14,500 pounds, We have not yet seen the

very large Soviet vehicle confidently predicted by NASA officials

the last four yeacs. Lesser Soviet launch vehicles account for

other unmanned programs.

Table 3 summarizes world-wide use of basic vehicles for suc-

cessful launches to Earth orbit and beyond, through 1970.

Table 3 -- NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL LAUNCHES TO EARTH ORBIT AND BEYOND

BY BASIC FIRST STAGE, 1957-70

Name Nationality Vehicle Origin Number

Sapwood USSR missile 293
Thor USA missile 263
Atlas USA missile 123
Sandal USSR missile 93

Titan USA missile 57
Scout USA 45
Skean USSR missile 33
Scarp USSR missile 29
Proton USSR 17
Saturn 1 USA 9
Saturn 5 USA 8
Redstone USA missile 4
Jupiter USA missile 4
Diamant France 4
Vanguard USA 3

Diamant B France 2
Lambda 4S Japan 1
China 1 Red China missile 1

Total 989

17IM"W" I p'"Worp"
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G. Why has the Soviet Union seemed to have a lead in propulsion?

It is argued in the Western World that the Soviet Union sized

their first ICBM before the thermonuclear breakthrough in weaponry

allowing light weight hydrogen bomb warheads. Hence, it ended up

with a large and uneconomic vehicle on its hands, while the United

States was able to scale down the design size of Atlas and Titan missiles

because of reductions in warhead weight. Whether this assessment is

right or not, the consequence has been helpful to the Soviet space program.

While we were building our IGY program around a 20-pound Vanguard, they

were building a 3,000-pound Sputnik 3, and planning to do even more on

lunar flights.

Until the Saturn family appeared in service, at each stage, the

Soviet Union was equipped with larger launch vehicles by far. The

repetitive use of the standard vehicle probably gave it good reliability.

It is rugged, has a first stage of five sets of tanks, four of which

fall away from the core vehicle early in flight. Each of the five

segments has four rocket nozzles, plus separate steering rockets.

By Soviet account, their launch vehicles use liquid. oxygen and

a kerosene derivative for the first stages (as do many of those of the

United States), and use fairly conventional storable fuels for upper

stages. There is no sign of a secret breakthrough in fuels, but their

engines are run at a relatively high pressure, increasing efficiency.

The United States has developed solid fuel rockets mostly for

military missile purposes, and certain space upper stages. The small

Scout rocket is solid fuel in all stages, and strap-on boosters of

solid fuel are used with Titan IIIC and Augmented Thrust Thors.

1
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The Soviet Union began to put large solid rocket missiles into its

Moscow parades only in the last four or five years, well behind the

United States. These may have a growing missile use, but there is no

clear sign that solid fuel rockets have been used for Soviet space purposes.

The United States is experimenting with components for a nuclear

rocket as an upper stage for Saturn. A solid core reactor would heat

hydrogen to be expelled from the nozzle. Program delays have made the

date of actual flight hardware employment problematical.

The Soviet Union could be developing a nuclear rocket, too, but

so little has been said to date by them in this regard that any opinion

on the subject vould be highly speculative.

The Russians have also issued publicity on electric rockets, but

there is no sign this work has gone much beyond early proof-of-

principle, and for orientation of vehicles in a few cases.

So, for the present, looking at the upper range of national

capabilities, the Saturn V is clearly the best operational weight

lifter in the world. If the NASA officials are right, the 7.5 million-

pound-thrust Saturn V may be challenged soon by a Soviet vehicle in the

10 to 14 million-pound-thrust class. It would not necessarily be as

much larger in payload capacity as the figures imply because Saturn

V uses liquid hydrogen for fuel in its upper stages, and there is no

firm evidence the Soviet Union has switched to high energy fuel.

I
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V. MANNED FLIGHT COMPARISONS

The brief history already reported touched on the changing

nature of the "race" between the two space powers. Through

Voskhod, every advantage remained with the Soviet Union. During

Gemini, one "first" after another came to the United States along

with a strong lead in total orbital experience. Apollo has moved

more rapidly than any Soviet corresponding effort, especially

because at this time a Soviet launch vehicle capable of supporting

a manned lunar landing has not orbited. But the Soyuz family of

manned craft, with two compartments for men, may prove able to

serve usefully as ferries to orbit, as components in elementary space

stations, and possibly even as part of a future lunar landing system.

Discussions of U.S.-Soviet comparisons frequently bring questions

of which several can be posed:

A. How true are stories of cosmonaut deaths?

Although there is always the possibility of an accident close

to the launch pad of which we would have no knowledge, the odds

are overwhelming that the only Soviet cosmonaut killed in space

flight so far is Vladimir Komarov. This is because the Russians

have followed a conservative approach to manned flight with

heavy vehicles allowing much redundancy in equipment. Manned

flights have been preceded by unmanned tests in the same pattern.

Flights are supported by world-wide dispositions of tracking and

I
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rescue ships. Private word to other nations has been passed

in Moscow before flights. Live television of the men in orbit

has been the general rule.

With all this care and its known pattern of success, we are

asked by those who believe many Russians have died in orbit in effect

to accept the existence of a second Soviet manned flight program

run with reckless abandon which always kills the flight crews.

These purported failure flights, often detailed irresponsibly in

the press with names and dates to make the unproven data look

convincing, apparently would be conducted without advance

* warning, without tracking ships, without television, and use

different models of larger, untried ships which always kill their

crews or leave them stranded in orbit. Yet the "flights" cannot

be detected by the same U.S. tracking systems that usually

find even chance pieces of space debris at the altitudes manned

flights occur. This is hardly credible.

B. Do the Russians fake their flights?

In general, the Soviet Union seems to find that real successes

which can be tracked and monitored by the Western World are more

effective propaganda than inventing unreal flights which might fool

the public briefly but would not impress governments with tracking

facilities.

The Russians do not give many details in advance of their

flights, so that when successes are less than complete they have less

to explain away. They usually claim that all mission objectives
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have been met when in fact this may not be the case; but in the

absence of a preflight statement, it would be hard to disprove

what they say.

One area in which they were especially subject to attack for

faking, related to the space walk by Leonov. Some specialists

thought the pictures released had been simulated or doctored.

Actually, in a number of cases, a review of the originial Soviet

film shows it used such language as "Here is a simulation. . . ,"

and this description somehow had been overlooked by the time other

people in the Western World examined the questionable film, and

quite correctly found some portions of it were not the real thing.

C. How do the publicity policies of the two countries compare?

The NASA (civilian) part of our program is generally run on a

very open basis with the press at launches and most questions

about flights answered both before they occur and after they are

over. There is less openness in the Department of Defense space

launchings, most of which are not given names or purpose, advance

notice, or published results.

The Soviet Union holds to a minimum advance notice of flights,

limits information on the bulk of their flights, but at least makes

a prompt announcement, assigns a name,and gives orbital parameters

for all flights which are successful in reaching some kind of an

orbit which looks reasonable. All are described as scientific in.

purpose and successful in some degree. While a reporter in the

United States can query NASA for more details of NASA flights,

"' "
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reporters rarely are able to add elucidating details through questioning

Soviet officials about their flights.

D. Accomplishments of manned flights

Gemini and Apollo have given the United States a proven capacity

to stay in orbit with multiple-man crevs up to 14 days, to adjust

orbits repeatedly, to rendezvous successfully by several means,

to dock and transfer crews, and to stay for hours outside the

spaceship in protective suits. The men on occasion have felt

discomfort, but have been able to perform basic tasks. So far,

we have used reduced-pressure pure oxygen breathing systems. We

have begun occasional use of television from the spaceship to Earth.

Voskhod and Soyuz have extended the Soviet manned capabilities

as well. Soyuz is said to be capable of flying up to about 800

miles, and to provide a stay time of 30 days for one man, or

10 days for three men. So far, no Soviet ship has flown that

high, contrasted with our demonstrated lunar orbit capability,

nor has any Soviet flight lasted over 18 days. But the Russians have

demonstrated both a fully automatic and partly manual rendezvous

and docking capability, and have transferred a crew in orbit from

one ship to another by EVA. They have consistently used an

atmosphere equivalent to normal air at sea-level pressure, and

have used television from orbit extensively since their first manned flight.

E. Summary table of manned flights

The table which follows gives the principal results and character-

istics of each U.S. and Soviet manned flight to date:

_,. rte. i
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Table 4

SUMMARY LIST OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS

Launch Vehicle Name
Date

Crew Weight Duration
(lbs) (hrs,min)

Revolu- Highest
tions Altitude

(st.mi.)

National
Cumulative
Manhours

1961
Apr. 12
May 5
July 21
Aub. 6
1962
Feb. 20
May 24
Aug. 11
Aug. 12
Oct. 3
1963

May 15
Jun. 14
Jun. 16

Oct. 12

Mar. 18

Vostok 1
MR-3
R-4

Vostok 2

MA-6
MA-7
Vostok
Vostok
MA-8

MA-9
Vostok
Vostok

3
4

5
6

Voskhod 1

Voskhod 2

Mar. 23 GT-3

Jun. 3 GT-4

Aug. 21 GT-5

Dec. 4 GT-7

Dec. 15 GT-6

Gagarin
Shepard
Grissom
Titov

Glenn

Carpenter
Nikolayev
Popovich
Schirra

Cooper
Bykovskiy
Tereshkova

Komarov

Yegorov
Feoktistov

Belyayev
Leonov
Grissom (2)
Young
McDivitt
White

Cooper (2)
Conrad
Borman

Lovell
Schirra (2)
Stafford

10,419
2,845
2,836

10,432

2,987
2,975

10,412
10,425
3,028

3,033
10,408
10,392

11,731

12,529

7,111

7,879

1:48
:15
:16

25:18

4:55
4:56

94:22
70:57
9:13

34:20
119 06
70:50

24:17

26:02

4:53

97:56

7,947 190:56

8,076

7,817

330:35

25:51

1:48
:15
16

27:06

5:26
10:22

121:28
192:25
19:35

rN

1

16

3
3

60
45
6

22
76
45

15

16

3

62

120

206

16

203
117
113
159

162
167
156
157
176

166
139
144

254

307

139

184

215

203

189

53:55
311:31
382:21

455:12

507:16

63:41

259:33

641:25

1,302:35

1,354:17

a
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Table 4 (continued)

1966
Mar. 16 GT-8

Jun. 6 GT-9

July 18 GT-1C

Sept.12 GT-11

Nov. 11 GT-12

1967
Jan.27

Apr.23
196g
Oct. 11

AS-204

Soyuz 1

Apollo 7

Oct.26 Soyuz 3
Dec.21 Apollo 8

1969
Jan. 14 Soyuz 4

Jan.15 Soyuz 5

Mar. 3 Apollo 9

Armstrong
Scott
Stafford (2)
Cernan
Young (2)
Collins
Conrad (2)
Gordon
Lovell (2)
Aldrin

Grissom (3)1
White (2) f/
Chaffee 1/
Komarov (2)V1/

Schirra (3)
Eisele
Cunningham
Beregovoy
Borman (2)
Lovell (3)
Anders

Shatalov
(Yeliseyev)
(Khrunov)
Volynov
Yeliseyev
Khrunov
McDivitt (2)
Scott (2)
Schveickart

8,351

8,268

8, 248

8,509

45,000
14,500

10:41

72:21

70:47

71:17

94:34

[Not a
during

26:40

45,374 260:09
14,498 94:51

96,260 147:00

14,608

14,520

103,985

71:14

72:46

241:01

7

44

43

44

59

205

476

851

1,375:39

1,520:21

1,661:55

1,804:29

1,993:37

space flight, but date of fatal fire on pad
test preliminary to later scheduled flight.]

17

163
60

139

279
156

2(Earth)
10(Moon) 240,000

45

46

151

157

157

313

533:56

2,774:04
628:47

3,215:04

795:19

868:05

3,938:07

iJ Fatality

N
0'
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Table 4 (continued)

May 18 Apollo 10

Jul 16 Apollo 11

Oct.11 Soyuz 6

Oct.12 Soyuz 7

Oct.13 Soyuz 8

Nov.14 Apollo 12

1970
Apr. 11 Apollo 13

June 1 Soyuz 9

Stafford (3)
Young (3)
Cernan (2)

Armstrong (2)
Collins (2)
Aldrin (2)

Shonin
Kubashev
Filipchenko
Gorbatko
Volkov
Shatalov (2)
Yeliseyev (2)
Conrad (3)
Gordon (2)
Bean

Lovell (4)
Haise
Swigert
Nikolayev (2)
Sevastyanov

107,230 192:03

109,565 195:18

14,500 118:42

14,500 118:41

14,500 118:50.

109,800 244:36

110,210 142:55

14,500 424:59

2(Earth) 240,000
31(Moon)

2(Earth)240,000
30(Moon)

75

75

75

4,514:16

5,100:10

143 1,105:29

140 1,461:32

159 1,699:12

2(Earth) 240,000
45(Moon)

2(Earth) 240,000
1(Moon)

268 166

5,833:58

6,262:43

2,549: 10

N

v

1
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VI. MI-LITARY VS. CIVILIAN SPACE ACTIVITIES

Questions are frequently raised as to the differences of purpose,

organization, and use of space programs in the Soviet Union and the

United States. The most frequently asked questions are posed here with

tentative answers:

A. How do the two programs compare in purpose: is one more military

than the other?

For the most part there seems to be little difference between the

Soviet and U.S. space programs as to general purpose and direction

(with two major exceptions to be noted later). Both are broadly based,

with elements of scientific exploration, technology development, national

image building, practical applications, and military support services.

About three-fifths of U.S. flights are conducted for the Department of

Defense. A similar heavy military emphasis exists in the Soviet programs .

About two-thirds of the U.S. space funds are spent for the civilian programs

of NASA, which are more expensive because of their ambitious and devel-

opmental nature. Corresponding breakdowns for the Soviet total program

are harder to establish because of their secrecy of budget data, their

claim that all flights are scientific. Yet a very considerable number

of their flights and research give telltale indications of serving mili-

tary purposes.

B. How do the two countries manage their space programs?

Under the terms of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958,

the principal portion of the U.S. space program is run by a civilian

organization, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. But

another major segment is operated by the Department of Defense using the
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Air Force as its executive agent, with emphasis on supplying military

support, or doing the R&D associated with military support. Lesser

amounts of the program are scattered among other development or user

agencies such as the Atomic Energy Commission (development), the

Department of Commerce (user), and potentially the Departments of

Agriculture and Interior (users). Coordination of the total U.S. pro-

gram is provided by the President of the United State4 with support

from his National Aeronautics and Space Council, chaired by the Vice

President.

Much leis is known about the Soviet pattern of organization. The

Russians have held secret even the names of their top space officials

with very few exceptions. Nor is the exact name of their space organi-

zation known. The Soviet Academy of Sciences plays a role in planning

a part of the' program. The Soviet Strategic Rocket Force conducts

launches and apparently is responsible for supplying the launch vehicles.

But the interfaces are obscure, and if there are construction and test-

ing ministries in between, little is known of them.

C. Do military flights constitute a threat to the world?

It is United States policy that our military flights are non-

aggressive. Many of our flights are hardly distinguishable from flights

conducted for civilian application purposes. Thus a message sent by

satellite, or a weather report from space observation, or navigational

data to a ship are technically neutral in character. Often these ser-

vices are of a traditional nature, simply done. more speedily or cheaply

by space means. Whether such services are aggressive is in the mind

of the user, and are not subject to scientific, absolute determination.
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balance they probably are to the advantage of the United States if
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In a philosophical sense, a businessman or a government civil depart-

ment sending a message by satellite might be more "aggressive" than

a military user sending data on personnel counts or number of wool

socks in a warehouse somewhere.

Although the United States Government is reluctant to discuss the

subject, careful observers of military space activities have a strong

conviction that the most radical development of military space flight

lies in the area of Earth observation. President Johnson, speaking in

Nashville, Tennessee on March 15, 1967, claimed in an "off-the-record"

statement widely reported at the time that the dividends of military

space operations to the United States were equal to ten times everything

which had been spent on space. This implied savings in our defense

budget over a ten year period on the order of $400 billion, because of

more precise information about military and related activities all

over the world. American analysts argue that sure information from

space is one of the greatest safeguards against miscalculation by the

major powers, and hence, in the absence of explicit international agree-

ments for open skies and ground inspection, is the best bargain all

countries of the world have to limit the arms race and to provide insur-

ance against a general holocaust of thermonuclear weapons.

There is no doubt that the Soviet Union has a large and regular

program of military support flights, including use of satellites for

photographic observation, electronic listening, weather reporting,

communications relaying, and ship navigation. Although these space

services undoubtedly enhance Soviet military capabilities, in net
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surer knowledge between these two big powers makes each more cautious

and less prone to error in estimates.

D. What about space weapons--is there a threat?

Ever since the days of Sputnik 1, there has been public worry about

bombs dropped from orbit. The potential threat is there, but it must

be qualified by many practical considerations. At the present time, the

disadvantages of space weapons are sufficiently great that the United

States has chosen not to develop them, and found little difficulty in

agreeing to a treaty to ban weapons of mass destruction from orbit and

from other celestial bodies.

The Soviet Union is also a party to this same treaty, and all rea-

sonable analyses are fairly convincing that up to this time the Soviet

Union has not placed nuclear bombs in orbit. Some of the logic runs

as follows:

A bomb in orbit must be called down by signal, and on a particular

orbit will fall close only to a selected path defined by the orbit, so

that hitting a planned target is possible only at certain hours or days,

and in an emergency might not be near a useful target.

A bomb in orbit may be subject to malfunction because Soviet space-

craft have been notoriously short-lived in their reliability. A mal-

functioning bomb might fall to destroy a Soviet city as well as one in

an enemy country.

A bomb in orbit is less manageable than one in a silo at home cr in

a submarine, not only for reasons of maintenance, but also for command

and control. If placed in orbit, it might be subject to spurious signals;

and eventually the nuclear material might be wasted if the bomb ceased

-- ...



its functions., or the orbit decayed to let it fall at random, even

with a safeguard against detonation.

A bomb in orbit can be precisely located, and hence intercepted

by another space power.

One or a few bombs might be placed in orbit secretly or in dis-

guised form, but having only a few would not be decisive against a

second strike capability by the target country. If done for terror

purposes with publicity, then the Soviet Union would not only be

avowedly breaking the space weapons treaty but would risk a pre-

emptive strike by the United States if the threat were believed.

On the other hand, if a larger and possibly useful number of wea-

pons were placed in orbit, the fact of such launches would quickly

become evident to the radars, computers, and analysts in the United

States, and the threat would be clear and require as positive a counter

move as would a direct ICBM attack on this country. Such launchings

would signal Soviet intentions with more warning time than would a sur-

prise attack directly by ICBM's.

E. The fractional orbit bombardment system--FOBS

In one respect the Soviet Union has already heightened tensions by

testing a fractional orbit bombardment system. This is not in tech-

nical violation of the treaty because there is no reason to suppose they

would need to carry nuclear material on board the test flights, and the

dummy warhead has flown less than one full orbit. The pattern has been

to launch a satellite from the Soviet Union on a path avoiding the

United States, and calling down the test warhead just before the end of



the first orbit onto Soviet territory, while some minor debris and

expended rocket casings stay in orbit for a few more hours before de-

caying.

From a Soviet point of view, FOBS has the advantage of complicating

our defenses. Although scientifically speaking the warhead is in orbit,

in effect it is like an extended range ICBM capable of flying the long

way around the world to bypass the normal BMEWS radar fences which point

to the north. If flown by the usual shortest routes to the United States,

it could do so with a depressed apogee compared with conventional ICBM's,

so as to cut warning time to BMEWS because of the delayed detection

brought by the curvature of the Earth hiding the presence of the low-

flying warhead. But such flights in combat have disadvantages, too, in-

cluding reduced accuracy on target if coming the long way around, and

reduced payload by any route compared with the use of the same launch

vehicle as an ICBM. The United States does not have a FOBS program

because it does not regard them as necessary or desirable. The

Russians obviously do, for reasons not wholly clear.

F. A possible satellite inspector/destructor vehicle.

A few years ago, the President announced the United States has at

least a limited capability to intercept hostile satellites based at

Johnston and Kwajalein Islands in the Pacific. These would not meet

all possible needs, but over the course of some days could intercept

most satellites in low orbit. The United States also once had a satel-

lite orbital inspector program called Saint, which was abandoned before

the first flight.
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It is assumed that because the Soviet Union has a limited deploy-

ment of the Galosh ABM system, it probably also could intercept

hostile satellites in about the same degree as the United States can

from its mid-Pacific installations.

Additionally, the Soviet Union within its Kosmos series has flown

satellites which British observers suspect from their orbital char-

acteristics are lauched by the same SS-9 Scarp vehicle also used for

the Soviet FOBS. These flights sometimes are maneuvered in orbit, and

at least on two occasions in 1968 and 1970, two successive flights

made a reasonably close intercept of a predecessor, and then moving away

a bit were in turn exploded into many pieces of debris. In the absence

of Soviet announcements, an assessment cannot be conclusive, but the

suspicion remains that a capability to inspect and destroy satellites

has been created.

For the time being at least, it remains in the Soviet interest not

to interfere actively with U.S. satellite flights just as it is U.S.

policy not to interfere with theirs.

G. Summary table of military vs. civilian space flights

The table which follows attempts to divide as meaningfully as pos-

sible, though still tentatively, the space flights of the two nations as

to whether they are civilian or military in character:
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Table 5

APPROXIMATE COMPARISON OF UNITED STATES AND SOVIET SUCCESSFUL SPACE LAUNCHINGS--
PRIMARILY CIVIL ORIENTED VERSUS PRESUMPTIVELY MILITARY ORIENTED

Primarily or Ostensibly Civil Presumptively Specialized Military

NASA DOD U.S. TotalYear

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
Total

0
0
5
5

10
18
10
22
23
30
25
19
21
12

200

0
5
0
1
0
1
2
2
7
9
6
4
3
1

41

0
5
5
6

10
19
12
24
30
39
31
23
24
13

241

USSR

2
1
3
3
6

15
10
14
19
16
20
21
17
24

171

DOD

0
0
5

10
19
33
26
33
33
34
26
22,
16
16

273

USSR

0
0
0
0
0
5
7

16
29
28
46
53
53
57

294

To a degree, classification has been arbitrary, following the detailed criteria set forth in

the report "Review of the Soviet Space Program" issued in November 1967 by the House Committee
on Science and Astronautics, amended by more recent analysis of "Sandal" flights.

1
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VII. SPACE APPLICATION FLIGHTS

In the area of space applications, the United States has held

a clear lead from the earlier days of the space program, and this experi-

ence has permitted us to move ahead to more advanced systems while

the Soviet Union was still working hard to catch up.

A. Communications

The United States experimented with both civilian and military

communication satellites, first with low-altitude pickup, tape storage,

and replay systems,, and also with passive reflectors of the balloon

type. But now the pattern is well set to use satellites of increas-

ing capacity each year synchronous at about 22,300 miles which to all

intents and purposes stay at a fixed point over the equator relative

to the ground. Color TV can be relayed across oceans, and telephone

capacity is growing rapidly, with a matching drop in costs of operation.

The Soviet Union has gone quite a different path. Following by

some years the U.S. start, since 1965 they have put up a series of

Molniya 1 satellites which are much heavier than corresponding U.S.

communications satellites, and have about ten times the power output

of the Early Bird satellite. These Molniya l's fly in an orbit inclined

at 65 degrees to'the equator with a low point over the southern hemi-

sphere, but a long linger time at the peak of the orbit in the northern

hemisphere, so that each is in view of major Soviet ground terminals

for about 8 hours a day, including those at near polar latitudes, harder

to reach with our equatorial systems, Their high power has permitted

the establishment of relatively low-cost terminals to distribute TV
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programs from Moscow to outlying points, as well as carrying telephone

and computer data traffic. By proper spacing of three of these satellites

in 12-hour synchronous orbits, it is possible to give full daily coverage,

with each satellite appearing at the same points in the sky relative to

the Earth at a given hour of each day.

The Russians have announced their intention to launch a Molniya 2

operating at. higher frequencies, and a Statsionar 1 in 24-hour synchronous 
orbit.

B. Weather reporting

The United States has an operational weather satellite system using

the TIROS and ESSA (NOAA) series, and gross world coverage is now fairly

good, including the ability of local stations to intercept the APT (automatic

picture transmission) equipment on board many of these satellites for a

"real time" view of local regional weather. More advanced sensors have been

tested in the Nimbus and ATS (Advanced Technology Satellites) series of flights.

Again, the Soviet Union came late to this field compared with the

United States. Only since 1966 have they distributed satellite-gathered.

weather pictures, and these spacecraft have had the disadvantage of

not operating as many months before electronic failure, as is common to

United States spacecraft; also the pictures have a higher resolution

which may give more detail, but reduces the amount of daily coverage

a satellite can give, with many smaller pictures having to be fitted

together for larger area views. On the other hand, the Soviet satellites

more nearly resemble our advanced Nimbus craft in terms of the wider

variety of sensors carried and the experimental work underway which

may open up new discoveries. In addition to these Meteora weather

satellites of lower altitude flight, weather cameras have been

carried on some of the higher flying Molniya 1 satellites as well, so
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that a steerable camera at 24,000 miles can give wide areaviews some-

what like those taken by the U.S. ATS experimental craft at similar

altitudes.

C. Navigation and traffic control

The United States has a U.S. Navy operational navigation satellite

system, originally called Transit. It operates through the passive

reading on ships of Doppler shift in harmonic signals from the satel-

lites, and the data are manipulated by a computer on board the ship in

connection with broadcast data on the position of the satellite. It

is not particularly suited to commercial economics, but it is

highly effective for naval purposes. Commercial ships are now per-

mitted to use the same system if they care to invest in the necessary

computer equipment. Future civilian systems are more likely to require

the ship or aircraft to play an active role by broadcasting signals to

satellites, which will relay to a shore-based computer these data to

find the ship or aircraft position, and this may serve in future traf-

fic control systems as well. This has been tested in the ATS satellites.

The Soviet Union claims to have an operational navigation satellite

system, but the Russians have never identified the particular satellites

used. However, certain of their Kosmos missions are flown in ways which

strongly suggest these are navigation satellites, probably linked with

a passive ship system for naval purposes, which would seem a close

parallel to the Transit system of the United States. Judgments as to

quality are not possible in the absence of Soviet openness.

D. Geodesy and mapping

The United States has flown many geodetic flights in the interest of

IT, OWN"-, MW7
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tying together maps of different parts. of the world and for basic

scientific studies to understand better the true shape of the world.

If there have been mapping flights as well, the results have not been

published.

The Soviet Union professes an interest in both geodesy and map-

ping, but too few findings have been made available to judge how far

along they are in comparison with the United States..

E. Earth resources

One of the most exciting new fields of space application is that of

finding and managing Earth resources in many fields through use of

satellites. It is expected that mineral deposits and oil fields can

be found, forest fires located. Diseases of trees and agricultural

crops may be identified as to location, censuses of crops taken, snow

fall and water status reported, fisheries run more efficiently, and many

other similar practical things done from space. The United States

is in the early stage of experimentation in this regard, but funds have

been requested for conducting such flights.

The Soviet Union has expressed a similar interest, but to date

no operational flights have been identified any more than is true in our

own country. Soyuz 6,7,8 and 9 were announced as having explored data-

gathering techniques for Earth resources purposes.

F. Summary table of space missions by category

The table which follows is somewhat arbitrary in classification,

but attempts to place in broad mission category each payload launched

since 1957 by the United States and the Soviet Union. Insofar as pos-

sible, categories between the two countries have been matched, but there
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remain minor differences. For example, the United States has not

used the orbital launch platform concept; the Soviet Union has not

designed special payloads to circle the Sun, measuring the interplanetary

medium.

The table gives at least an indication as to the amount of activity

by each country in major areas of space applications, such as weather,

communications, and navigation. The United States has a large

category of military missions not classified as to specific intent,

beyond their developmental and support role. These have been grouped

arbitarily by orbital characteristics for approximate comparison

purposes. Their groupings by possibly recoverable or non-recoverable

categories may suggest parallels in mission, but evidence is not

conclusive.

r-Wl- I
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TABLE 6

SUMMARY OF SPACE PAYLOADS BY MISSION CATEGORY
UNITED STATES AND SOVIET UNION 1957-70

Mission United States U.S.S.R.

Earth Orbital Science 126 48
Earth Orbital Engineering 40
Communications 77 20

Weather 45 18
Navigation/Ferret 25 57

Geodesy 17
Military Observation, Low Orbit,

Recoverable 191 174
Military Low Orbit, Non-Recoverable 71 58

Military Intermediate Orbit 10 4
Military Synchronous or Higher Orbit 17
Earth Orbit, Man-Related 11 18

Earth Orbit, Manned 14 16
Lunar, Man-Related 10 8

Lunar, Manned 12
Fractional Orbit Bombardment 16

Military Inspector/Destructor 17
Moon, Unmanned Programs 21 23
Venus 2 17
Mars 4 5

Interplanetary 5

Vehicle Tests 13

Subtotal 499

Orbital Launch Platforms 52

Total 711 551

Mission assignments are arbitrary to a degree, but represent best

judgments as to probable categories, made as comparable as possible,

and revised over time as more information becomes available.
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VIII. LUNAR AND PLANETARY

The Soviet Union has made a greater relative effort in number of

flights committed to lunar and planetary work than the United States,

but so far has not gained as good results as we have from a more modest

program. Approximately 14 percent of Soviet flights have been in the

"escape mission" category, compared with about 8 percent in the United

States.

A. Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter vs. Luna 4-14

In 1963, both the United States and the Soviet Union planned to

land survivable payloads on the Moon. Ours was called Surveyor, and

in fact it did not fly until 1966, at which time it was a very great

success. The several Surveyors which landed intact returned close to

100,000 pictures of their immediate surroundings and by remote control

dug holes in the surface and also by an indirect means determined the

chemical composition of the lunar soil.

By contrast, the Soviet Union did start landing attempts in

1963, but later by its own admission, Luna 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 all

failed to achieve a survivable landing, and additionally, one unnamed

flight and Kosmos 60 were lunar failures which did not leave Earth

orbit. When Luna 9 in 1966 finally made it to the surface, the landing

was not as gentle as a Surveyor landing, and the television camera

returned only 27 pictures of the surroundings. Luna 13 additionally

did impact testing of the soil with an extendable arm.

This comparison shows how difficult it can be to draw a balance

sheet between two programs. Our Surveyors were more impressive than
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the Soviet Luna ships.. But along with this, one must also note that

-* Luna 9 landed. a working camera before the first Surveyor, and the 27

pictures essentially answered the basic questions about the. surface

of the Moon, even though these did not compare in number with 
the

thousands of pictures from Surveyor.

In the case of orbiters there were also difficult comparisons 
to

draw, but the total usefulness of the U.S. Lunar Orbiters seems hard to

contest. The Soviet Luna 10 reached a successful orbit before 
the first

U.S. Lunar Orbiter, and its-indirect measures told the Russians some-

thing of the probable composition of 'the lunar surface and also about

gravity anomalies. Luna 12 in 1966 finally returned a few pictures to

supplement earlier Soviet pictures taken of the far side by 
Luna 3

in 1959 and Zond 3 in 1965. But in no real sense did the few score

Soviet pictures from these flights come anywhere near the clarity, detail,

and variety of the five sets of Lunar Orbiter views, each 
of which re-

turned about 200 double frames (simultaneous views through narrow

angle and wide angle lenses). The recent Luna 14 seems only to have been

an extension of the work of the non-picture-taking Luna 10.

Zond 5 and 6, the 1968 unmanned precursors to later manned flights,

have done better in picture quality because they returned actual 
photo-

graphs to Earth in the same manner as was done shortly thereafter 
by Apollo

8. Zond 7 in 1969 and Zond 8 in 1970 performed tasks similar to

those of the two preceding Zonds.

B. Luna 15

Early in July 1969 there were Moscow rumors of a planned Soviet

mission to land a payload on the Moon and return soil samples to Earth.
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When Luna 15 was launched on July 13, three days ahead of the first

Apollo manned lunar landing mission, many-people jumped to the con-

clusion that this was a Soviet attempt to be first in returning

samples. Clearly, the flight represented an upgrading of the

Soviet capability to explore the Moon by switching to the Proton-

size launch vehicle. It is less certain that Luna 15 was intended

to make a round trip. For one thing, it maneuvered in lunar or-

bit for four days, losing any chance to beat Apollo 11 in gaining

samples and returning to Earth. For another, its retrograde

lunar orbit and daylight landing point more nearly matched the ones

subsequently used for the Luna 17 one-way flight. The Russians

claimed that Luna 15 was not intended to soft land, but measurements

made by the British Jodrell Bank observatory showed the kind of Dop-

pler shift of signals indicating a soft-landing attempt which failed.

C. Luna 16

Another Proton-launched payload was sent to the Moon in a

flight of September 12, 1970. It entered a posigrade lunar orbit

on the 17th, where for three days it maneuvered, prior to landing

in a night area on the 20th. Its purpose was unclear until

September 21 when the unexpected word came that it had used a re-

motely controlled boring device to collect about four ounces of

soil from a depth of up to 14 inches. This was transported into

a sealed container atop a launching rocket which on that day fired

to carry the container back toward Earth. This container made a

r- I
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straight ballistic reentry to Kazakhstan at a peak G-load of 350

on September 24. Despite the smallness of the sample, it provided

opportunities for analysis in special quarantine laboratories.

The mission was mostly notable for the precision of the automatic

flight controls. The weight landed on the Moon by Soviet account

was 4,145 pounds.

D Luna 17

This was another Proton-launched payload sent toward the

Moon on November 10, 1970. It entered a retrograde lunar orbit

on the 15th, and landed on the 17th in daylight. Although using

the same type landing system as Luna 16, this time the payload was

not a return rocket, but an automated and remotely controlled

roving vehicle, Lunokhod-1, which has 8 powered wheels and a solar

panel which can fold out to recharge its batteries, as well as a-

double television system, soil testers and analyzers, and X-ray

astronomical instruments. By the end of the calendar year, it had

operated successfully through two complete lunar days, traveling

over one mile, and coming to rest for a second lunar night almost

9/10 of a mile from the landing rocket. It had returned 33 telepano-

ramas, and more close-up views than all previous Soviet vehicles

combined. It also made astronomical sightings to establish its

precise position, and a French-supplied laser reflector was suc-

cessfully used to return light to Earth. Not only has Lunokhod 1

been an interesting first, but its reliable performance over an
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extended period has been a significant advance, in the same way

that the year-long operation of the ALSEP package of Apollo 12

has been worthwhile.

E. Mariner vs. Venera, Mars, and Zond 1-3

The U.S. Mariner program has launched 7 vehicles, of which

5 returned planetary data. Mariner 2 and 5 brought back indirect

readings from Venus. Mariner 4, 6, and 7 returned the first sur-

face feature pictures of Mars.

The Soviet planetary program has committed more than 10 times

the weight of payload to such missions, and used every opportunity

to Mars (except 1966) and Venus from 1960 on, but with mixed re-

sults. Some flights did not get beyond Earth orbit. Venera 1, 2,

and 3, plus Zond 1 reached the vicinity of Venus but in a non-

transmitting status. Venera 4, 5, 6, and 7 did better by making

a controlled descent into the atmosphere of Venus and for some

minutes transmitting back direct data about conditions there. If

they were intended to reach the surface of this hot planet and

continue to radio signals to Earth, this apparently has not been

accomplished, although.the final results have not yet been published

on Venera 7. Future better payloads to Venus have been promised.

Mars 1 and Zond 2 reached the vicinity of Mars but not in trans-

mitting condition. There is even fear that Zond 2 may have struck

the planet as its pass at about 963 miles involves some elements of

uncertainty in the calculations. Zond 3 sent signals to Earth from

a distance equal to that of the Mars orbit, but it did not fly at the

TIT -' -
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appropriate window to be anywhere near the planet, serving instead

as a test bed for the picture taking and transmitting hardware. There

were Soviet predictions that attempts would be made to reach Mars

again in 1969, but such attempts were not successful in placing any

hardware either in Earth orbit or on an escape trajectory. It will

be a surprise if further attempts are not made during the 1971

opportunity.

Soviet discussions of both Luna 16 and 17 have been in terms of

testing the techniques which will permit automated exploration of the

planets. There is no reason to ignore such expectations, but the

greater challenges involved leave open the question of which year's

windows will be used for such a purpose. However, orbiters and

landers are certainly to be expected in the near future.

How does one compare these programs? Our spacecraft have been

limited in number, limited in size, and limited in experiments carried.

The Soviet flights have been more frequent, far larger, and more

ambitious in their goals. But ours have worked better so far. For

the long run, the willingness to commit resources, when coupled with a

growing skill in building reliability into the craft should give such a

combination considerable opportunity to expand human knowledge of the

planets.

F. Summary Tables on Lunar and Planetary Flight

The first table to follow summarizes the known lunar attempts of

the two countries. The second table does the same for known planetary

attempts. In both cases, the Soviet record may understate the realities

because of their penchant for secrecy in hiding failures.

r,..
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Table 7

SUYMARY LIST OF LUNAR FLIGHTS

Spacecraft
Name

Cumulative
Weight National
(pounds) Weight

(pounds)

Aug. 17 Pioneer 0
Oct. 11 Pioneer.1

Nov. 8

Dec. 6

Pioneer 2

Pioneer 3

84
84

86

13

84
168

254

267

Orbit
Orbit

Orbit

Strike

Fail--Exploded 10 miles up.
Fail--Climbed 70,700 miles,
fell back over South Pacific.
Fail--Climbed 1,963 miles,
fell 7,500 miles away over
Africa.
Fail--Climbed 63,580 miles,
fell back over Africa.

1959

Jan. 2 Luna 1

Mar. 3 Pioneer 4

Sept. 12 Luna 2

Sept. 24 Pioneer (P-1)

Oct. 4 Luna 3

Nov. 26 Pioneer (P-3)

797

13

860

375

959

372

797

280

1,657

655

2,615

1,027

Strike Fail--Missed Moon by 3,100-
3,720 miles, entered solar
orbit.

Strike Fail--Missed Moon by 37,300
miles, entered solar orbit.

Strike Succeed--Struck 270 miles
from visible center

Orbit Fail--Exploded in static test
on pad.

Photo Succeed--Passed within 4,373
far side miles of Moon, returned pic-

tures.
Orbit Fail--Shroud failure, payload

fell near Africa.

1960

Sept. 25 Pioneer (P-30)

Dec. 15 Pioneer (P-31)

387 Orbit

388 1,802 Orbit

Fail--Second stage failed,
fell in South Africa.
Fail--Exploded 8 miles up.

Launch
Date

1958

Mission Results

f;

t1

r
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Table 7 (continued)

1962

Jan. 26 Ranger 3

Apr. 23 Ranger 4

Oct. 18 Ranger 5

727

730

755

2,529

3,259

4,oi14

TV before
hard land
TV before
hard land
TV before
hard land

Fail--Missed Moon by 22,862
miles, entered solar orbit .
Fail--Timer failed, fell on
far side of Moon.
Fail--Missed Moon by 450
miles , entered solar orbit .

1963

Unannounced
(USSR)

Luna 4

Jan. 30 Ranger 6

3,100? 5,716
8,852

3,136

804

807Ranger 7 5,625

Soft land
Soft land

TV before
strike
TV before
strike

Fail--Earth orbit only.
Fail--Missed Moon by 5,281
miles, entered barycentric
orbit.

Fail--On target, but TV
failed.
Succeed--Returned 4,308
pictures.

Feb. 17 Ranger 8

Mar. 12 Kosmos 60
Mar. 21 Ranger 9

Luna 5

Luna 6

July 18 Zond 3

Oct. 4

Dec. 3

1966
Jan. 31
Mar. 1
far. 31
May 30

Luna 7

Luna 8

Luna 9
Kosmos 111
Luna 10
Surveyor 1

809 6,434

3,200? 12,052
808 7,242

3,255 15,307

3,180 18,487

2,000? 20,487

3,321 23,808

3,422 27,230

3,491
3,500?
3,588
2,194

30,721
34,221
37,809
9,436

TV before
strike
Soft land
TV before
strike
Soft land

Soft land

Photo
far side
Soft land

Soft land

Soft land
Orbit
Orbit
Soft land

Succeed--Returned 7,137
pictures.
Fail--Earth orbit only.
Succeed--Returned 5,814
pictures.
Fail--Retrofire ineffective,
struck Moon.
Fail--Missed Moon by 100,000
miles, entered solar orbit
Succeed--Returned 25 pictures,
entered solar orbit.
Fail--Retrofire came early,
struck Moon
Fail--Retrofire came late,
struck Moon.

Succeed--Returned 27 pictures.
Fail--Earth orbit only.
Succeed--72 inclination
Succeed--Returned 11,237
pictures.

Jan. -4

Apr. 2

1964

Jul. 28

1965

May 9

June 8

w
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Table 7 (continued)

1966

Explorer 33

Aug. 10 Lunar Orbiter 1

Aug. 24 Luna 11

Sept. 2)4 Surveyor 2

Oct. 22 Luna 12

Nov. 6

Dec. 21

1967

Feb. 5

Apr. 17

Lunar Orbiter 2

Luna 13

Lunar Orbiter 3 850

Surveyor 3 2,283

May 4 Lunar Orbiter 4

July 14 Surveyor 4

July 19 Explorer 35

Aug. 2 Lunar Orbiter 5

Sept. 8 Surveyor 5

Surveyor 6

206 9,642 Orbit

853 10,495 Orbit

3,616 41,425 Orbit

2,204 12,699 Soft land

3,600? 45,025 Orbit

361 13,500 Orbit

3,600? 48,625 Soft land

14,410 Orbit

16,693 Soft land

17,553 Orbit

2,287 19,8)43 Soft land

230 20,073 Orbit
860 20,933 Orbit

2,216 23,149 Soft land

2,223 25,372 Soft land

1968

860

Fail--Excessive speed pre-
cluded capture, entered
barycentric orbit.
Succeed--12 inclination,
returned no pictures.
Succeed--274 inclination,
returned no pictures.
Fail--Stabilization failed,
struck Moon.
Succeed--Equatorial incli-
nation, returned pictures.
Succeed--12 (later 170) in-
clination, returned 422
pictures.
Succeed--Returned pictures
and soil density measures.

Succeed--21 inclination
returned 307 usable pictures.
Succeed--Returned 6,315 pic-
tures, and dug soil with
shovel.
Succeed--86 0 inclination,
returned 326 pictures.
Fail--Signals ceased at last
moment before touchdown.
Succeed--Returning data
Succeed--85 inclination,
returned 424 pictures.
Succeed--Returned 18,006
pictures and made chemical
analyses of soil.
Succeed--Returned 30,065
pictures and made chemical
analyses of soil.

Surveyor 7

Luna 14

2,293 27,660 Soft land

3,600? 52,225 Orbit

0
at

NSucceed--Returned 21,274
pictures, dug soil, and made
chemical analyses of soil.
Succeed--Returned data on
lunar mass distribution.

July 1

J

Nov. 7

A
S

0

Jan. 7

Apr. 7

1

A

S
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Table 7 (continued)

Sept. 14 Zond 5

Nov. 10 Zond 6

Dec. 21 Apollo 8

14,500? 66,725

14,500? 81,225

96,260 123,920

Cicrumlunar

Circumlunar

Orbit

Succeed--Ballistic reentry
of biological specimens and
photographs. Recovered.
Succeed-Lifting reentry
of biological specimens and
photographs. Recovered.
Succeed--First human crew to
orbit the Moon and return.
Recovered.

1969

May 18 Apollo 10

July 13 Luna 15

July 16 Apollo 11

Aug. 7 Zond 7

Sept. 23 Kosmos 300

Oct. 22 Kosmos 305

Nov. 14 Apollo 12

107,230 231,150

14,500? 95,725

109,565 340,715

14,500? 110,225

14,500? 124,725

14,500? 139,225

109,800 450,515

Orbit

Soft land

Soft land

Circumlunar

Soft land

Soft land

Soft land

Succeed--First crew to rendez-
vous and dock in lunar orbit.
Fail--Maneuvered for four days
in lunar orbit, but crashed in
landing attempt.
Succeed--First manned landing
and return. Recovered.
Succeed-Lifting reentry of
photographs. Recovered.
Fail--Probably lunar mission
did not leave Earth orbit.
Fail--Probable lunar mission
did not leave Earth orbit.
Succeed-Manned lunar landing
and return with precision land-
ing, collection of Surveyor 3
parts. Recovered.

1970

Apr. 11 Apollo 13

Sep. 12 Luna 16

Oct. 20
I.

Zond 8

Nov. 10 Luna 17

110,210 560,725

14,500? 153,725

14,500? 168,225

14,500? 182,725

Soft land

Soft land

Circumlunar

Soft land

Fail--Explosion in service
module required emergency
return to Earth after circling
Moon. Recovered.
Succeed--Made automated return
to Earth with sample. Recovered
Succeed--Ballistic reentry of
data and photographs. Recovered

Succeed--Landed automated
roving vehicle for long term

exploration.

s
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NOTES

1. All known lunar flight attempts are listed in chrono-
logical order. The list is incomplete by inference, because no
Soviet complete failures are, listed, and yet their program presumably
began early enough that a perfect record would not be in keeping
with the state of the art at that time.

2. Launch date is given in terms of GMT (Zulu Time).
3. Spacecraft name is as finally settled by the countries

concerned. In the Soviet case, the first three payloads were originially
called Cosmic Rockets, with Luna 1 also known as Mechta (Dream). Luna
3 carried a device called an Automatic Interplanetary -Station. In the
early days, the Soviet moon flights were popularly known as Luniks. A
Russian spokesman complained that this was an Americanism which proved
so catching the Russians themselves used it to some extent.

4. Ranger 1 and 2 have been omitted from the list because
they were not intended to fly to the Moon. The same is true of a
number of Centaur test flights which carried only mass models of
Surveyor: they often were intended to fly as far as the orbit of the
Moon, but not to the Moon itself. The same was true of the Soviet
Zond 4.

5. Weights are given in pounds, and those of U.S. pay-
loads are as announced by NASA and those of the Soviet Union either
are as announced, or as inferred by the repetitive nature of certain
flights.

6. Cumulative weight figures are given as a partial clue
to the relative commitment of hardware to such missions, keeping in
mind, however, that unannounced Soviet lunar failures are automatically
excluded.

7. Mission results are given inso far as known.

SOURCES

Most data are from TASS and NASA releases respectively,
with additional Soviet attempts which reached Earth orbit only in-
ferred from their characteristics of orbit, decay from orbit, and
time of launch.
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Table 8

SUMMARY LIST OF PLANETARY FLIGHTS

Launch Spacecraft
Date Name

Weight
(pounds)

Cumulative
National Mission

Weight
(pounds)

1960

Oct. 10

Oct. 14

1961

Feb. 4

Feb. 12

1962

July 22

Aug. 25

Aug. 27

Sept. 1

Sept. 12

Oct. 24

Nov.1

Nov. 4

1963

Nov. 11

Unannounced
(USSR)

Unannounced
(USSR) *

Tyazheliy
Sputnik 4
Venera 1

Mariner 1

Unannounced
(USSR)

Mariner 2

Unannounced
(USSR)

Unannounced
(USSR)

Unannounced
(USSR)

Mars 1

Unannounced
(USSR)

Kosmos 21

1,400?

1,400?

1,400?

1,419

446

2,000?

447

2,000?

2,000?

2,000?

1,970

2,000?

1,400

2,800

4,200

5,600

446

7,600

893

9,600

11,600

13,600

15,600

17,600

Mars

Mars

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Venus

Mars

Mars

Mars

2,000? 19,600 Venus

Failed to reach Earth orbit.

Failed to reach Earth orbit.

Earth orbiting platform failed
to launch probe.
Communications failed,. passed
planet at 62,000 miles .

Destroyed by range safety at
100 miles altitude.
Failed to leave Earth orbit.

Returned Venus data, passed
planet at 21,648 miles.
Failed to leave Earth orbit.

Failed to leave Earth orbit.

Exploded in Earth orbit.

Communications failed, passed
planet at 120 ,000 miles.
Failed to leave Earth orbit.

Engineering test only; failed
to leave Earth orbit.

Results

. .<
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1964

Mar. 27
Apr. 2

Nov. 5

Kosmos 27
Zond 1

Mariner 3

Nov. 28 Mariner 4

Nov. 30 Zond 2

2,000?
2,000?

575

575

21,600
23,600.

Venus
Venus

1,468 Mars

2,043 Mars

2,000? 25,600 Mars

Failed to leave Earth orbit.
Communications failed, passed
planet at 62,000 miles.
Communications failed, shroud
did not come off, throwing
off course.
Returned Mars pictures and
data, passed planet at 6,118
miles, Still active.
Communications failed, passed
planet at 930 miles.

1965

July 18 Zond 3

Nov. 12 Venera 2

Nov. 16

Nov. 23

Venera 3

Kosmos 96

2,000? 27,600 [Mars]

2,123

2,117

29,700 Venus

31,800 Venus

2,100? 33,900 Venus

Engineering test toward orbit
of Mars, returned lunar far
side pictures.
Communications failed, passed
planet at 14,800 miles.
Communications failed, struck
planet.
Failed to leave Earth orbit.

1967

June 12 Venera 4

June 14 Mariner 5

June 17 Kosmos 167

2,434

540

36,300 Venus

2,583 Venus

2,400? 38,700 Venus

Returned direct atmospheric
measurements--Oct. 18, 1967.
Returned measurements in
conjunction with a pass at
2,480 miles--Oct. 19, 1967.
Failed to leave Earth orbit.

1969

Jan. 5 Venera 5.

Jan. 10 Venera 6

Feb. 24 Mariner 6

Mar 27. Mariner 7

2,492

2,492

848

848

41,200 Venus

43,700 Venus

3,431 Mars

44,279 Mars

Returned direct atmospheric
measurements--May 16, 1969.
Returned direct atmospheric
measurements--May 17, 1969
Returned Mars pictures and
passed planet at 2,000 miles.
July 31, 1969.
Returned Mars pictures and
data, passed planet at 2,185
miles--August 5, 1979.

i

- ___

Table 8 (continued)

i

i.
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Table 8 (continued)

Aug. 17 Venera 7 2,602 .46,300 Venus Returned direct atmospheric
measurements--Dec. 15,. 1970.

Aug. 22 Kosmos 359 2,602? 48,900 Venus Launched from orbiting plat-
form, but insufficient velo-
city to leave Earth orbit.

NOTES

1. All known planetary attempts are listed in chrono-
logical order.

2. Launch date is given in terms of GMT (Zulu Time).
3. Spacecraft names are those assigned by the launching

country, if acknowledged.
4. Weights are given in pounds, and those of the United

States are as announced by NASA and those of the Sovie.t Union are
either as announced, or as inferred from the repetitive nature of
certain flights.

5. Cumulative weight figures are given as a partial
clue to the relative commitment of hardware to such missions,
keeping in mind that if there are additional Soviet failures which
did not appear in the table that their apparent weight lead of 10
to 1 may be even greater.

6. Mission results are given insofar as known.

SOURCES

Most data are from TASS and NASA releases respectively,
with additional Soviet attempts which reached Earth orbit only in-
ferred from their characteristics of orbit, decay from orbit, and
time of launch. Two Soviet attempts of 1960 which did not attain
orbit were disclosed by the Administrator of NASA. Unofficial re-
ports suggest 1969 Soviet attempts to reach Mars which failed, but
no public source confirms these.
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IX. FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR THE SPACE PROGRAMS

Attempting to predict the future of the space program is a

difficult assignment as it. depends upon political decisions as much

as on technical capabilities. At least, there are more engineering

possibilities than there are financial resources likely to be made

available to pursue them. The issue of future goals has been with

the United States for several years, particularly as the accomplishment

of the dominating Apollo mission appeared nearer.

Estimating what the Soviet Union will elect to do in space may

be even harder for a Western observer because of Soviet restrictions

on freedom of information. The United States abounds in paper

plans, but until the President and the Congress agree on funding,

our plans stay on paper, and there is no formal commitment to go

ahead. In the Soviet case, they have stated at several levels of

authority, including the highest, more positively their long run

goals, although without a real, public timetable. They, too,

undoubtedly have to face hard budget choices before actual hardware

work can begin.

The announced Soviet goal is a comprehensive exploitation of

space technology including the exploration and settlement (where

practical) of the planets, along the way exploring the Moon in

greater detail, and using Earth orbital stations for a host of

practical purposes.
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The immediate purpose of this paper is again to pose questions about

the choices immediately before each country, and to estimate how well

they should be able to respond..

A. The space shuttle: What are the implications for each country?

NASA has made its principal development program for the 1970's

the creation of a reusable shuttle spacecraft to act as a ferry from

Earth to orbit and return. Although there are several design approaches,

fairly typical is a two-stage vehicle with a target objective of 50,000

pounds of payload in a cargo hold of about 10,000 cubic feet. The

booster stage would be about the size of a 747 or C-5A, and the orbital

stage about the size of a 707 or DC-8. They would be rocket-powered,

burning hydrogen and oxygen. After a vertical takeoff, the booster would

soon fly back to the launch site to be readied for the next trip. The

orbital stage would proceed to space, and later return for reuse. Both

would land horizontally, and a design detail still to be settled is the

amount of flexibility in choice of time of return or location of landing

site from a given reentry. The objective of this ambitious but technically

feasible project is to make an order of magnitude reduction in operating

costs for space flight, to add to flight safety, and to ease the flight

environment for crew and cargo. Assuming the Nation is going to keep

an active space program, then even with a fairly high R & D cost, the

shuttle reaches a breakeven point and subsequently brings substantial

economies to the total program at the present levels of effort well

- within the estimated life expectancy of the proposed system. The policy

debate which still rages is really over whether the Nation should have

a space program with human crews, and whether the developmental costs of

I .- .
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the system within likely budget ceilings take too much of the total

funds to the detriment of other elements. If the reductions in operating

costs match expectations, there are many who expect such an expanded

list of practical applications for the shuttle, including space man-

ufacturing, that its use will bring a very large economic gain. Second

generation shuttles before the end of the century should be able to

cut costs still another order of magnitude, in terms of known principles,

to reduce costs to about one percent those of today.

The collection of shuttle policy issues and engineering choices

is too large to discuss adequately in this brief review. (Another

study from this division hopes to treat these problems.) The next

year or two will be crucial in determining which direction the United

States goes.

The Soviet Union has shown an equal awareness of the potentials

of reusable vehicles, and various Russian space officials have stated

their own convictions that such work is essential. But in keeping

with Soviet practice, internal debates or even decisions without

debate are not exposed in any public forum, so that the current status

of the Soviet effort, if any, in this regard is not known. Considering

the continued high level of Soviet space activity which does not show

the downward trend present in the United States, the logic of the

shuttle as a cost-saving device is even more compelling for them.

6 "

Ito
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B. Manned space stations in Earth orbit: What are the plans of each
country?

The United States has cancelled some of its remaining lunar

landing missions to make available for space station work Saturn V

launch vehicles from our remaining small stockpile, now that production

of launch vehicles of this class has ceased. Called Skylab, the interim

U.S. space station is to be built inside the tanks of a modified

S-IVB rocket stage, completely outfitted with laboratory and life

support equipment, and with added air lock and docking hub. It will

be launched by a Saturn V in 1972 or 1973, and then a Saturn I B will

carry a crew in an Apollo CSM to orbit where they will rendezvous, dock,

and transfer into the Skylab. Crews will be rotated to Skylab several

times. Stay times will be tested from 28 to 56 days, and the Apollo

Telescope Mount (ATM) will afford opportunities for astronomical work

after it is also launched to orbit as part of a modified ascent stage

of a lunar module and docked with the Skylab.

Plans for a military Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL), which despite

the similarity of name was to operate in an entirely unrelated .mode,

have been droppedbecause of budget squeeze and changing technology.

NASA has also proposed a new space station module as part of

a comprehensive plan for several types of multiple purpose, reusable

vehicles, of which the shuttle already described is the first element.

The space station module which could be available for launch by the

shuttle toward the end of the 1970's would be completely self-contained

to support 12 men, and could be coupled with similar units to create
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the first large permanent station, serving between 50 and 100 people.

Such modules could serve not only in a fairly low Earth orbit station,

but later be used in synchronous 24-hour orbit, in polar orbit, in

lunar orbit, and for other deep space missions.

The Soviet Union has claimed that the docked combination of

Soyuz 4 and 5 in January 1969 represented a rudimentary space station,

inasmuch as there were four rooms with space for up to 12 men. Five

were then present. In actual operations, the period the ships were

docked was measured only in a few hours, and transfers between

ships required EVA, rather than crawling through a continuous tunnel.

The Russians have pictured a hub for a future space station to

which up to four Soyuz craft could dock like spokes to a wheel. This

hub might be within the lift capability of their Proton class launch

vehicle. Some people thought such a hub would be launched in connection

with Soyuz 6, 7, and 8, but there is no logical indicator that this was

planned, and much evidence to the contrary.

For the future, the Russians speak confidently of building a large

and permanent orbital station for many men, for the purpose both of

conducting Earth applications work and scientific observation of the

stars, and additionally serving as an orbital assembly, checkout and

launch facility to send manned expeditions to the Moon and planets.

Keldysh, President of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, predicted in

October 1969 that such a station may be ten years away, but more likely

is five years away. It may be that the postulated new large vehicle -
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will find use in lifting major components for such a station. Using

only one launch of the big vehicle, the U.S.S.R. could put up its

equivalent of the U.S. Skylab any time from 1971 on.

C. Manned lunar landing: Are the Russians still interested?

When President Kennedy in 1961 asked Congress to support Project

Apollo, his advisors had told him this was a project in which the

United States had a good chance of being first. They were right,

but it would have taken very little different to have come in second.

Many analysts had expected the Russians to be first to make a

manned circumlunar flight, possibly to coincide with the fiftieth

anniversary of the Soviet state in November 1967. Unmanned craft

have finally accomplished this with improving success, but men have not

yet been committed. Instead Apollo 8 was first, and additionally

entered a lunar orbit, a capability beyond the present Zond series of

Soviet flights designed to carry men.

In the early 1960's,Khrushchev made seemingly contradictory

statements as to whether the Soviet Union was working actively on a

lunar landing program, but in net balance his statements and those

of Soviet officials seemed to indicate they were. Until a few months

before the Apollo 8 flight, Soviet cosmonauts were saying that when

the Americans landed, they would find the Russians there to greet them.

This talk ceased until new predictions were made in 1969. In April

andJune respectively, Shatalov and Leonov, both cosmonauts, predicted

that a Soviet manned landing and return would be accomplished some time

-3
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between October 1969 and the early part of 1970, preceded by some

unmanned tests of the entire system. This would seem to indicate that

Soviet space officials thought whatever engineering difficulties which

held up the unveiling of their very large vehicle had finally been

solved.

In actual fact, the absence of appropriate Soviet flights during

the summer and fall of 1969 seemed to indicate that whatever hopes

were present in the spring had not been fulfilled. In the October

statement by Keldysh, referred to above, he suggested that immediate

plans for manned lunar flights had been set 
aside, but not precluded

for the future. This admission in itself seemed to give substance

to there having been such plans earlier. Further, the statement had

the advantage of taking the public pressure off their program 
in the

face of delays.

Now that the U.S. landing is an accomplished fact, people overlook

how many different technical problems confronting us during 
1969 could

have delayed a manned landing to some time beyond that year. 
At the

same time, if the Soviet Union had been able to conduct at least 
a

pair of unmanned landings and return, followed by 
a manned flight, they

might have beat us. This possibility should not be stressed too much

because despite the Soviet predictions of such a 
mission, one can note

several missing ingredients. If the big vehicle not yet unveiled does

not use high energy fuel, then the mission might be difficult to conduct

without rendezvous in Earth orbit or in lunar orbit. 
The absence of

any of the kinds of precursor activities and practice 
one would have

expected in 1968-69 would seem to have made a more reasonable 
targe'

date sometime in the early 1970's rather than 1969.

::..
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Presumably the fastest way the U.S.S.R. could undertake a manned

lunar landing would be to use the Proton class vehicle (flying since'1965)

as upper stages for the new large vehicle. Fairly early in a test

program for the new vehicle, if it attained a parking orbit unmanned,

a crew could be put up with a Proton-launched modified Zond to join

a large translunar injection stage.

The proposed alternative to the big vehicle of doing the entire

task with Proton-launched payloads does not seem reasonable, because it

might take 8 to 10 of them,. all coordinated, and some so unique that any

loss of that part would require a prompt duplicate payload. The assembly

and checkout over a period of days would present large difficulties

in reliability and would really require development of the orbital

launch facility already referred to as still about a decade away.

In summary, a Soviet manned landing does not seem imminent, but

might follow within a year or two of the last Apollo landings in 1972,

when the United States enters an extended period with no lunar landing

capability. Going to the Moon with men has been talked about so long

and prepared for at such expense by the Russians that one must assume

they will proceed as soon as they solve their present problems of

unreliability of hardware. Our first new clues may come from appropriate

precursor flights, particularly of the big vehicle, but also possibly

in use of high energy upper stages, and tests of multiple burn maneuvering

stages. Late in 1970 came two obscure Soviet flights which conducted

just such maneuvers in Earth orbit as to raise interest that such work

had at last been exposed to our observation.
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D. What other major plans for exploration are likely to come in the
1970's?

The United States plans to send Mariner spacecraft to orbit Mars

in 1971, followed up by combination orbiter/lander Viking spacecraft

to the same planet in 1975. This latter type will open for the United

States some phase of the search for life on Mars. In 1973, another

Mariner is to be sent by Venus and then will continue to Mercury. Also

during the 1970's, two Pioneer spacecraft are to explore the asteroid

belt and approach Jupiter. There is a desire late in the 1970's to

conduct a "grand tour" of the outer planets, using the gravity of the

closer giant planets to add velocity for faster flights to the outermost

planets. This project has not won final approval. Possibly one remaining

Saturn V will be used to send an unmanned lunar module on a one-way

trip to the Moon to gather scientific data.

The Soviet Union has already stated it will continue to explore

Venus and Mars with unmanned craft which should become progressively

larger and more capable as the decade wears on. They, too, speak of

flying to Mercury, the giant planets, the outermost planets, and to

comets and planetoids. Considering their consistently heavy commitment

of flight hardware to planetary missions for the last ten years, there

is no reason to doubt their seriousness of purpose for the future.

T!
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E. How do the two countries plan to compete in space applications?

It is within the expected capacity of the United States to

improve the completeness and quality of its weather reporting, with

some good prospect for providing accurate forecasts of a week or so.

The Soviet Union will probably improve the reliability of their

weather satellite equipment, and they are also interested in providing

better forecasts. Their theory of weather systems may keep pace with

ours, but they may lag for a time in computer capacity on the ground to

support weather analysis.

The United States working with IntelSat, the international consortium,
46

can be expected to provide a growing number of channels to all parts

- of the world for telephone, television, and computer links. Direct

broadcast will come more slowly for reasons of political concern and

limited channel capacity. Domestic distribution of communications

by satellite will appear, but delays have been caused by the dispute

over control of such a system.

The Soviet Union has tried to interest other countries in a Soviet

communications satellite system called InterSputnik, but this has had

such a poor reception that the U.S.S.R. may join IntelSat. If it does,

it probably will want a share of the space hardware building contracts

presently coming only to the United States.

The Earth resources field is one which suggests a large expansion

of space activity in the next decade. The United States seems likely

to go ahead, and it would be hard to believe the Russians would neglect

Earth resources work, although their specific plans are not known.
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Air traffic control using satellites as part of the system is

about to be pushed by the U.S. executive branch after some years of

study and debate. Other nations also have a stake in such plans.

F. What are the prospects for manned flight to the planets?

For a number of years, NASA has studied various kinds of manned

planetary expeditions, principally to Mars. Briefly there was interest

in a fly-by of Mars and possibly Venus in the late 1970's, using modified

Apollo and Saturn V equipment, but this was not seriously entertained

in any formal program. When the President's Space Task Group in the

summer of 1969 submitted its long range U.S. space plan, it opened the

possibility of a Mars landing by men. in the 1980's.

The general reaction in the Congress with few exceptions was either

indifference or active hostility, and NASA has not pressed this possibility

in its official plans.

As mentioned earlier in this paper, a national capability to use

space in the late 1970's and thereafter was to be built around use of

four largely reusable and multipurpose vehicles. The shuttle, already

discussed, is the first and most vital. It is important to recognize

that the shuttle is not intended to be an end in itself, but represents

a design approach to cutting costs for all kinds of missions, whether

unmanned or manned, and whether in Earth orbit or beyond. The second

element, already discussed, is the manned station module. This is expected

to justify its cost of development and use in practical applications in

Earth orbit once such a reliable unit is available, and the shuttle

permits non-astronauts and less expensive payloads to fly to and from
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orbit safely at more moderate cost. Purely as a dividend, such a unit

could also be used at nominal additional cost in orbit around the Moon,

on the surface of the Moon, or for flight to the planets.

A third element is a space tug, to be used in assembling components

in the vicinity of the future permanent space station, shifting payloads

to synchronous orbit, or landing major components on the Moon as a

successor to the transport capabilities of the present lunar module.

Only the fourth element of the proposed national program is aimed

primarily at deep space work: the nuclear-powered orbital transfer

shuttle, also reusable, both for major movements to and from. the Moon

or in planetary flight.

" When some members of the Congress reacted so negatively to the

report of the Space Task Group, the very existence of the shuttle,

which is so important to cutting costs near Earth, was threatened by

the charge that it represented a back-door attempt to gain a manned

planetary program without explicit approval. Consequently, little

about planetary flight has been said since then by NASA in connection

with the shuttle or other program elements.

When the United States decided to send men to the Moon, it had to

construct an entirely new capability whose cost totaled $21.35 billion

up through the first landing. Successive flights are priced at $350

million or so, now that the initial investment has been made. It was

not surprising in discussing the much greater challenge of manned planetary

flight that it soon became common in political circles to put a $100

billion price tag on a first expedition to Mars. Considering that
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equipment would have to work reliably for about two years instead of

two weeks,.the needed redundancy for safety as well as the initial

logistics requirements would add.up to a fairly ambitious undertaking

if the Saturn V and Apollo technology of 1961 were to be used. Human

health reactions on such a long flight have also been questioned,

despite some partial long duration tests of closed cabins on Earth.

The motivation for the Space Task Force plan was by no means

exclusively for creating a capability to fly to Mars; but perhaps

the number of words devoted to the subject in the report, related

in part to sounding out public support for an inspiring new goal,

was misplaced in the climate of apathy and even hostility which

followed so quickly after the Apollo 11 success.

The cost of using the shuttle to attain Earth orbit is expected

to drop the rate.per pound from the present $1,000 to about $100 in

the first generation of this class. It also affords major opportunities

to cut the cost of payloads through changing the flight environment,

removing the extreme cost sensitivity to launch weight, and through

recovery and repair of expensive payloads.

The shuttle justification is built almost entirely around these

economic data for Earth orbital applications. Yet it is true that the

potential is created for more distant flight as well. For example,

the current estimate is that Apollo/Saturn V hardware has an operating

cost for round trips to the Moon of $36,000 a pound. With the four new

elements of the Space Task Group plan, this cost would fall to about

$360 a pound, or only one percent as much. In similar fashion,.planetary
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flights fall drastically in cost, and even allowing for all the special

payloads that might be required, a Mars expedition in the late 1980's

might be priced at a figure far closer to $10 billion than to the former

estimate of $100 billion. This is not a question which must be decided

now, but as elements of the four types of reusable vehicles are added

to the national capability, each justified on other grounds, we may find

that we have kept our options open for this later period in our history.

The unmanned planetary explorers may bring back the data which will

answer whether there is a compelling reason to send men as well.

As already indicated, the Soviet Union has talked more positively

about manned flight to the planets, and it is hard to doubt their

ultimate intentions in this regard as one studies their total program

effort. But to carry out such flights will face them with the same

technical and financial questions which the United States would have.

This brief review does not assess the ultimate consequences of

pursuit of such goals or failure to undertake them. Some people are

already convinced that no set of circumstances would warrant the effort.

Others are hardly deterred by the difficulties, expense, or uncertain

results. It is hard to accept that mankind would forever exclude the

possibility of visiting most parts of the Solar System. The late

President Eisenhower saw practical reasons for limiting space expenditures,

but even his first public report on space goals accepted flights by

r men to Mars, as have all U.S. Presidents since that time.
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G. Can the two countries cooperate as well as compete?

This is the hope of well-intentioned people everywhere. In some

sense, cooperation already exists. There is a considerable exchange

of information at meetings of scientists and engineers, and data are

filed at the United Nations. There have been treaties negotiated on

excluding weapons from space, not making territorial claims to other

celestial bodies, and rescuing astronauts.

Further, there have been trading of space-collected weather

pictures over the "cold line" between Suitland, Maryland and Moscow.

There is a joint effort underway to write a textbook on space biology.

There has been some coordination of efforts on geomagnetism. In 1970,

negotiations also opened on possible common designs for docking attach-

ments to facilitate space rescue or joint work in future generations of

spacecraft, both Soviet and American.

But the big question of Russians and Americans going to the Moon

together has been asked more in a rhetorical sense than as a concrete

offer by either side. Each side has probably been somewhat reluctant

to pursue such a goal too openly during any period that one or the

other was markedly ahead. Nor has either been willing to give up any

basic, independent capability to operate in space, which might be

implied by such a division of labor as specialization in launch vehicles

or spacecraft.

Two principal motives for cooperation offered have been to lessen

tensions politically, and to save money. The question of tensions

may be more influenced by broader political issues than space. Money
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savings are problematical, except as someday sharing of data might

permit a division of missions as between one planet and another, for

example.

No assessment of the prospects can be made successfully without

forecasting the future political climate which is beyond our present

capabilities.
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